Maximize the value of your investment

Customized financing
Through Stryker’s Flex Financial program, we provide a range of smart alternatives designed to fit your organization’s needs. Choose from numerous payment structures that can be customized to meet your budgetary needs and help build long-term financial stability.

Maintenance & support
Stryker’s ProCare solutions are designed to decrease downtime, improve employee satisfaction, and increase revenue opportunities. We’re here to answer questions, provide maintenance and support, and help your facility provide the best care possible.

4X the resolution
4X the processing power
Infinite possibilities

Smart 4K features
The Stryker Connected OR Hub allows you to stream, capture, record, and print with 4K or HD.

- 4K fluorescence imaging
- 4K intelligent lighting with AutoLight
- 4K capture and record
- 4K video overlays

Secure by design: The Connected OR Hub has been updated with several features that improve network security, such as OS hardening, application whitelisting, network vulnerability scans, write protection, and data encryption.

Stryker.com

1688 Advanced Imaging Modalities (AIM) 4K Platform
Introducing the Connected OR Hub, the center of your smart operating room
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The Connected OR Hub
Control your devices
with ease

Now you have total control of the entire visualization system from the surgical field—whether that’s from the camera head or with just your voice, it’s up to you. The new intuitive interface and improved workflow matches real-world application, making control faster and easier than ever before.

Capacitive touch screen technology responds to your touch in half the time. This is the Connected OR Hub that listens and responds to your every command. Just the way you like it

Stryker’s Surgeon Profiles allow customized settings to auto-populate before you even enter the OR, creating a consistent surgical environment.

Patient records and surgical media are available at your fingertips—you choose where and how you want to access it.

Make your best decisions
This cohesive and comprehensive collaboration between instruments and data enables a consistently outstanding surgical experience.

This means fewer variables while having access to all the tools and information required to make the best possible clinical decisions.

Our Connected OR Hub lives up to its name, connecting you to everything and everyone you need to assure a consistently outstanding surgical experience.

Hub to EMR
Connect to your electronic medical record with direct HL7 integration
Uni-directional and bi-directional integration

Hub to PowerShare
Access your surgical images from anywhere, at any time from the cloud

Hub to iPad
Use Stryker’s My Patient Hub iPad application to share custom post-operative reports and images with patients

Hub to EMR
Connect to your electronic medical record with direct HL7 integration
Uni-directional and bi-directional integration

Hub to PACS
Save images to your PACS system with DICOM integration
Pre-operatively pull patient information from the modality worklist (MWL) for a more effortless experience

Hub to FTP
Wirelessly send to a secure folder on your hospital’s network